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Sequential colorings and perfect graphs 
Rcccived 24 February 1997: rewed 7 November IYY7: accepted 8 May 199X 
We study a variant of a sequential algorithm for coloring the vertices of a graph. using 
bichromatic exchanges. and exhibit a class of graphs which have the property that there is an 
ordering of the vertices such that this algorithm provides an optimal coloring for each induced 
ordered subgraph. These graphs are perfect and generalize several well-known classes of- perfect 
graphs such as line-graphs of bipartite graphs or triangulated graphs. G 1999 Elsevier Scicncc 
I3.V. All rights resel-ved. 
1. Introduction 
We first give the definitions and notation used throughout. Undefined terms can be 
f’ound in Berge [2]. We will consider only graphs with no loops and multiple edge>. 
The rzf~i~~fll~urfl(~[)~ of a vertex 2: in a graph G, denoted by N(F), is the set of vertices 
which are adjacent to ZI in G. Given two graphs G and H with disjoint sets of vertices. 
we denote by G + H the graph whose sets of vertices and of edges are the union of 
those of G and H. The complete join of graphs Gl. G2,. ..GI, is the graph obtained 
by adding to G1 + Gz +. . + Gk all possible edges between any two different G,‘s. A 
chordless path on k vertices will be denoted by P,: and a chordless cycle on k vertices 
by Ck. A ho/L> is an induced cycle on at least four vcrticcs. A hole is at/c/ if it has an 
odd number of vertices. The maximum size of a clique contained in a graph G will 
be denoted by co(G). A mloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a mapping L’ from V to a 
set of colors such that any two adjacent vertices ZL, v have c(u) # c.(t)). Equivalently, a 
coloring of G can be seen as a partition of I; into stable sets, which we call the co/or-.\ 
of (‘. The color of a vertex is the stable set that contains it. The minimum number of 
colors in a coloring of G is called the chrormtic nwnh~~ of G and denoted by x( G ). 
A graph G is prt$x*t if the equality o(H )= z(H) holds for every induced subgraph If 
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of G. A minimal imperfect graph is not perfect but every proper subgraph is. Berge 
[l] conjectured: 
Strong perfect graph conjecture (Berge [l]). Every minimal imperfect graph is un 
odd hole or the complement of an odd hole. 
A weaker conjecture of Berge was proved by Lovasz: 
Perfect graph theorem (Lovasz [9]). A graph is perfect if and only if its complement 
is perfect. 
2. Sequential algorithms 
Given that the problem of finding a coloring that uses as few colors as possible is 
NP-hard [6,8], there is little hope to solve it, in general, with a polynomial algorithm. 
Hence, it is quite natural to study some heuristics for the vertex-coloring problem. One 
of the simplest kind of heuristics that can be imagined is the following. 
Sequential Algorithm 
Input: A graph G with an ordering VI,. . . , II,, of its vertices and a set of II colors. 
Output: A coloring of the vertices of G. Main Step: For i:=l to n, if some already 
used color does not appear in the neighborhood of vi then assign this color to vi, else 
assign a new color to Vi. 
We should remark that the Sequential Algorithm as defined above is not determin- 
istic as its result depends on the choice of the available color (if any) to be assigned 
at each step. By adding a rule for the choice of the available color one obtains a 
deterministic algorithm. The most usual rule consists in using positive integers as col- 
ors and choosing at each step the smallest available integer. We call this algorithm 
Sequential-Smallest. Of course, the efficiency of such an algorithm strongly depends 
on the given ordering of the vertices. Actually, every graph G admits an ordering on 
which any execution of the Sequential Algorithm produces an optimal coloring (which 
we may call optimal ordering). Indeed, consider any coloring c = {Si,. . ,S,} of G: 
putting first the vertices of S,, then those of & and so on we obtain an ordering on 
which the Sequential Algorithm uses at most q colors (more precisely: in any execu- 
tion of the Sequential Algorithm using such an ordering, at the time a vertex of Si is 
colored no more than i colors are currently used). If the starting coloring is optimal 
then any ordering obtained this way produces an optimal coloring. So the problem of 
finding an optimal ordering for the Sequential algorithm is exactly the same problem 
as finding an optimal coloring. Nevertheless, one can wonder which are the graphs for 
which there exists an ordering of the vertices such that the Sequential Algorithm (resp. 
the Sequential-Smallest Algorithm) produces an optimal coloring for each induced sub- 





Scquenti&Sn~ullest-perfect). (Here “perfect” does not relate to perfect graphs: this 
word comes from [3] and relates to the fact that the property is required for every 
induced subgraph.) Chvital has a characterization for this latter type of ordering: 
Theorem 1 (Chvatal [3). ]A linear ordering < c~f’ u graph G is SrquentiLII-S~lullrst- 
pecfkt (f’und only if there is no obstruction, i.e., no induct& P4 u,ith edges uh. hc. cd 
und a < h and d < c. 
The graphs that admit such an ordering were called pecfktly orderable and were 
shown to be perfect by Chvatal [3]. 
Since any execution of the Sequential-Smallest Algorithm is a specific execution of 
the Sequential Algorithm, it is clear that every Sequential-perfect ordering is Sequential- 
Smallest-perfect, and so the class of graphs that admit a Sequential-perfect ordering 
is included in Chvatal’s class. The graph in Fig. 1 shows that this inclusion is strict. 
To justify this, suppose that < is a Sequential-perfect ordering on the vertex-set of 
this graph; in particular it has no obstruction, as mentioned in Theorem 1. For at 
most one i E { 1,2,3} we have yi < Xi, or else some P4 of the type J’,.Y,.Y,JJ, is an 
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obstruction. Without loss of generality, assume xi < yt and x2 < ~2. By symmetry 
we may also assume xi <x2. Consequently, again to avoid an obstruction, we must 
have y2 < z2 < t2 and y2 < zi < t2. Now, in the subgraph induced by x~,x~,z~,z;, t2, 
an execution of the Sequential Algorithm may assign in this order color 1 to x1, color 
2 to x2, colors 1 and 2 to z2 and zk (regardless of their respective order), and then 
must assign color 3 to t2, contradicting the fact that the subgraph is 2-colorable. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that every bipartite graph admits a Sequential- 
perfect ordering. 
3. The Sequential-X algorithm 
In this paper we study another kind of Sequential Algorithm, using the idea of 
bichromatic exchanges. Let us consider a graph G and a coloring of this graph with 
at least two colors. By choosing two colors S and T and exchanging S and T on the 
vertices of any connected component of the subgraph G$J of G induced by S and T 
we obtain a new coloring of G. This method may enable us to avoid some color in 
the neighborhood of a vertex, and it suggests the following definition and algorithm. 
Definition 1. Given a graph G, a vertex v of G and a coloring of G - v, two colors 
S, T are called indifferent for v if no connected component of Gs.r contains a neighbor 
of v in S and a neighbor of v in T. 
Now, we can define an improved form of sequential algorithm, involving bichromatic 
exchanges, and therefore called Sequential-X. 
Sequential-X Algorithm 
Input: a graph G with an ordering vi,. . , v, of the vertices of G, a set of n colors. 
Output: a coloring of the vertices of G. For i:=l to n, if some already used color 
does not appear in the neighborhood of G, then give this color to vi; else, if there 
are two colors S and T that are indifferent for C’i then perform the S, T-bichromatic 
exchanges on the components of G s,r that contain the neighbors of Vi colored by S, 
and give the color S to vi; else give a new color to v,. 
Exactly as in the case of the Sequential Algorithm, every graph has an ordering such 
that any execution of the Sequential-X Algorithm on this ordering provides an optimal 
coloring. As before, an ordering of the vertices of a graph is called Sequential-X-perfect 
if for each induced ordered subgraph the Sequential-X Algorithm produces an op- 
timal coloring. However, unlike Chvatal’s perfectly orderable graphs (which are the 
Sequential-Smallest-perfect graphs), the graphs that admit a Sequential-X-perfect or- 
dering are not all perfect: for example every odd hole is in this class (indeed all 
possible orderings of the vertices of an odd hole are Sequential-X-perfect). In the fol- 
lowing we define a subclass of Sequential-X-perfect graphs for which it is easy to find 
a Sequential-X-perfect ordering; it turns out that it consists only of perfect graphs. 
Definition 2. A vertex 1: of a graph G is excellent if it does not lie in an odd hole of 
G and its neighborhood contains no induced Pd, 3Kz or P3 + Kz. 
An ordering cl, 122,. , L+, of the vertices of a graph G is called excellent if f’, is 
excellent in the subgraph of G induced by ~1, ~‘1.. .I’,. 
Our main theorem is: 
Theorem 2. The Srqurntial-X Algorithm applied to (I qt~ph G It,ith UII c~.uwlltwt 
ortlerimg produces u coloring lvith Q(G) dors. 
Proof. First let us recall a useful lemma. 
Lemma 1 (Rusu [ 1 11). Gicen L( graph G. tl wrtrs I‘ of’ G lt#?idz dolors not lie i/l w? 
odd hole, mu’ u coloring of G - v, tliw colors S,. S, art> ind~~tvwt ,ftir 11 if’ rrntl onI\, 
if‘(S, IJ S,) fl A’(r) is N stable set. 
Proof. The only if part is obvious. For the if part, consider a vertex 1’ in a graph G. 
such that 11 does not lie in an odd hole, and assume that a coloring of G ~ I’ is given 
where two colors S, and Sj are such that (S; il Si) n N( 1.) is a stable set. If these two 
colors are not indifferent there exists a path entirely in S, U S, joining a neighbor of 
1‘ colored S, to a neighbor of c colored S,. Let P be such a path of minimum length. 
so P J r is an odd chordless cycle containing I’. By our assumption on L: it must be a 
triangle, a contradiction to the fact that (S, J S,) P N(P) is a stable set. Yi 
Lemma 2. Lrt 1: be un excellent certes in u grLiph G, mcl let c he LI colorilz~g c!f 
G - 11, usincg q colors. If the neiyhborhood of’ c intersects ~11 y colors of’ c’ hut it doe.\ 
not corztciin II clique of .size q, then there ure tn‘o cdor.s of’ c ind@rent ,for s. 
Proof. If the lemma is not true, we can choose a counterexample G where C/ has 
minimum value. So let L: be an excellent vertex of G. and c be a q-coloring of G ~ I’. 
such that N(P) intersects all cj colors of c and does not contain a clique of size y. and 
there are no two colors indifferent for c (obviously 4 2 2). 
Remark that by the first lemma if two colors of C’ are not indifferent then there 
exists a connected component in the subgraph induced by N(r) that intersects these 
two colors. Let Nl,N, _,.. .,Nk be those connected components of N(r) that contain at 
least two vertices (“non-trivial” components). Since N(c) contains no 3K2 we have 
k < 2 and by our previous remark k ‘/ I. 
Suppose k I= 2. Since there is no induced P3 + Kz in the neighborhood of I’. both 
iv, and Nz are cliques. The size of these cliques is at most q - 1 since N(r) contains 
no clique of size q. So let S be a color of c missing in Nr and let T be a color of c 
missing in Nz. If S and T are equal then there is no non-trivial connected component ot 
N(P) intersecting S, a contradiction; if they are not equal then there is no non-trivial 
connected component of N(U) intersecting both S and T, so these two colors are 
indifferent, again a contradiction. 
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Now suppose k = 1. In this case we use the fact that N(c) contains no P4. A 
well-known theorem of Seinsche [12] says that a graph with no P4 either is not con- 
nected or its complement is not connected. So Ni must be a complete join of the 
connected components of its complement Ct, C2,. . , C, (t > 2). Observe that one color 
cannot appear in two distinct Ci’s. If some color of c does not appear in N1 it is 
clear that this color is indifferent with any other color of c. So we may assume that 
all q colors appear in N,. Also, the maximum size of a clique in N(v), which is at 
most q - 1, is equal to the sum of the maximum sizes of cliques of Cl,. . . , C,. So 
there must exist an i such that the number qi of colors used in Ci is strictly greater 
than the maximum size of a clique in C,. We can assume that i = 1. Let G1 be the 
subgraph of G induced by the vertices of these q1 colors. It is easy to verify that 
Gi U {u}, u and the coloring cl of Gi induced by c satisfy all the conditions of the 
lemma. Furthermore, the number of colors of cl is strictly smaller than q. By our 
choice of G there are two colors S and T indifferent for L’ in Gr. Since all vertices 
of G of colors S and T are in Gi we have that S and T are indifferent for v in G, a 
contradiction. 0 
Now the proof of Theorem 2 is straightforward. Let us apply the Sequential-X 
algorithm on an excellent ordering. It follows from the preceding lemma that, whenever 
a new color must be used, the maximum size of a clique in the graph of colored vertices 
increases by 1. Thus the total number of colors used is exactly o(G). 0 
Note that if any one of the three forbidden subgraphs is dropped from the definition 
of an excellent vertex then the second lemma is no longer true, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Remark that an excellent vertex of a graph G remains excellent in any subgraph of 
G containing it, so a graph G admits an excellent ordering if and only if each induced 
subgraph of G has an excellent vertex. Moreover, an excellent ordering of a graph 
remains excellent in each induced ordered subgraph. 
Corollary 1. Any excellent ordering is Sequentiul-X-perj&t. The graphs that admit 
an excellent ordering jbrm a class of perfect gruphs. 
The class of graphs having an excellent ordering contains: 
l The bipartite graphs (the neighborhood of every vertex is a stable set, hence every 
vertex is excellent). 
l The triangulated graphs, since by Dirac’s theorem [5] they always contain a vertex 
whose neighborhood is a clique, which is obviously an excellent vertex. 
l The “pretty” graphs defined in [lo] (where the existence of an excellent vertex 
follows immediately from their definition). 
l The class of graphs with no induced odd hole and none of the three graphs featured 
in Fig. 3, since then every vertex is excellent. 
l The line-graphs of bipartite graphs. Indeed, these graphs contain no odd hole, no 
“claw” (Ki,x) and no “diamond” (& minus an edge), and so every vertex is 
excellent. 
Fig 2 
l More generally, the graphs that contain no diamond and no odd hole. Indeed, Tucker 
[ 131 proved that in such a graph there exists a vertex whose neighborhood contains 
at most two non-trivial cliques (with no edges between them): clearly such a vertex 
is excellent. 
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Fig. 3 
We have not found in the literature any subclass of perfect graphs that contains 
all of the above. On the other hand, there exist perfect graphs such that neither 
they nor their complements have excellent vertices, for example the self-complementary 
graph obtained from a P4 by substituting each vertex with a PJ. This graph is actually 
perfectly orderable, hence neither the perfectly orderable graphs nor their complements 
are in our class. 
In fact, from the second lemma it is easy to deduce that a minimal imperfect graph 
cannot contain an excellent vertex. So, using Lovasz’s Perfect Graph Theorem, we 
can define an even larger class of perfect graphs: all graphs such that every induced 
subgraph or its complement has an excellent vertex. 
The problem of coloring the vertices of a graph was shown to be polynomial in 
the case of perfect graphs by Crtitschel et al. [7]. However, the algorithm proposed by 
these authors, which is based on the ellipsoid method, seems rather impractical. So it is 
interesting to have subclasses for which there are polynomial coloring algorithms using 
simple combinatorial arguments and of low complexity. This is the case for the class 
of graphs which admit an excellent ordering, since the Sequential-X algorithm is of 
complexity O(nzn) for graphs with n vertices and m edges, estimated as follows. Given 
an excellent vertex c, it takes O(~(C)~) to look for two colors such that there is no 
edge between them in N(V), and O(m) to perform the bichromatic exchange on thcsc 
two colors. Iterating this for each vertex entails overall time complexity 0( C, {c/( 1.)’ 
+ m}) = O(nzn). 
On the other hand, how difficult is it to recognize if a graph has an excellent 
ordering? Clearly, we can look for a vertex which has no P+ 3Kz or I’j t Kz in 
its neighborhood in polynomial time. Actually, with the algorithm and the structure 
of PA-free graphs from [4], verifying if a vertex has this property can be done in 
linear time (similarly to Lemma 2 in [IO]). But in addition we need to know if the 
graph contains an odd hole, and the complexity of this problem is still unknown. 
Nevertheless. as pointed out to us by Andris Sebii (private communication) one can 
define a polynomial algorithm which will, given a graph G. either answer that G has 
no excellent ordering or give us an W(G) coloring of G (even if G has no excellent 
ordering). 
Algorithm 
Input: A graph G with n vertices, a set of n colors. 
Output: Either an u(G)-coloring of G or a certificate that G has no excellent or- 
dering. 
(I) H:=G: 
(2) For i:=r? to I do: Look for a vertex L’i in H which has no PJ. 3Kz or P; + K: in 
its neighborhood. If there is no such vertex then STOP (G has no excellent ordering). 
else set H:=H ~ ci 
(3) For i:=l to n, if some already used color does not appear in the neighborhood 
of ~1; then give this color to ci; else, if there are two colors S and T indifferent for l’, 
then perform a bichromatic exchange on the neighbors of r, colored by S and give the 
color S to o,; else compute ~(NG,(D,)). if it is equal to the number of already used 
colors then give a new color to 11,; else STOP (G has no excellent ordering ). 
The fact that it is polynomial to compute the maximum size of a clique in a PJ-free 
graph [4] makes this algorithm polynomial. 
An easy consequence of the second lemma is the following. Let us consider a graph 
G with no induced odd hole. If there exists an ordering of the vertices of G such that 
in the subgraph of G induced by ~‘1, CA,. . r, the vertex l’, has less than (4) edges 
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in its neighborhood then any execution of the Sequential-X Algorithm based on this 
ordering produces a coloring with at most q colors. 
We finish with some open questions. Is there a good characterization of the class of 
graphs for which there exists a Sequential-X-perfect ordering? Does this class contain 
all perfect graphs? Is there a polynomial way to determine whether a graph admits an 
excellent ordering? 
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